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Abstract 

Localization is used in location-aware applications such as navigation, autonomous 

robotic movement, and asset tracking to position a moving object on a coordinate system. 

In this paper, a Nonlinear Programming algorithm is proposed based on RSSI and 

improved DV-Hop algorithm, called NPRDV-Hop. The algorithm makes four major 

contributions to the localization problem in the wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Firstly, 

a hop distance is improved, called Hop Distance. This scheme could assure that the most 

nodes receive the Hop Distance from beacon node who has the least hops between them. 

This practical localization scheme is relatively high accuracy and low cost for WSNs. 

Secondly, Heron's formula is introduced as objective function. Thirdly, Gauss distribution 

is introduced to select RSSI so that the error of distance is little. Lastly, the general 

problem is considered by the nonlinear programming to solve for the locations of the 

sensors. Simulation results show that the proposed method can improve location accuracy 

and coverage without increasing hardware cost of sensor node. The performance of this 

algorithm is superior to the original DV-Hop algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of sensor techniques, low-power electronic and radio 

techniques, low-power and inexpensive wireless sensors have been put into 

application, then the wireless sensor networks have appeared. WSNs can be applied 

to many areas, such as military affairs, commerce, medical care, environmental 

monitoring, and have become a new research focus in computer and communication 

fields. Many applications of WSNs are based on sensor self-positioning, such as 

battlefield surveillance, environment monitoring, indoor user tracking and others, 

which depend on knowing the location of sensor nodes. Because of the constraint in 

size, power, and cost of sensor nodes, the investigation of efficient location 

algorithms which satisfy the basic accuracy requirement for WSNs meets new 

challenges. 

Many localization algorithms for sensor networks have been proposed to provide 

per-node location information. Based on the type of knowledge used in localization, 

we divide these localization protocols into two categories: range-based and range-

free. Range-based protocols use absolute point-to-point distance or angle 

information to calculate the location between neighboring sensors. The second class 

of methods, range-free approach, employs to find the distances from the non-anchor 

nodes to the anchor nodes. Several ranging techniques are possible for range 

measurement, such as angle-of-arrival [1], received signal strength indicator (RSSI) 

[2], time-of-arrival [3] or time-difference-of-arrival [4].Because of the advantages 

on power and cost on sensor node, this paper focuses the investigation on the range -

free algorithms for WSNs [5]. Centroid algorithm [6] is a simple range-free 
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localization algorithm. The node receives signals of landmarks in its communication 

area and makes its coordinates as the centroid of these landmarks. A new algorithm 

which is based on the sequence-based algorithm and the three orthocenter method is 

proposed, called SATOM [7]. The new algorithm will bring some computing 

increases. However, it does not need additional improvement in hardware or 

complexity of nodes. 

This paper makes four major contributions to the localization problem in WSNs. 

Firstly, a hop distance is improved. Secondly, Heron's formula is introduced as 

objective function. Thirdly, Gauss distribution is introduced to select RSSI so that 

the error of distance is little. Lastly, the general problem is considered by the 

nonlinear programming to solve for the locations of the sensors. Furthermore, it 

explored the influence of anchor nodes on localization performance of the NPRDV-

Hop algorithm. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the NPRDV-Hop 

Location Scheme. In Section 3, simulation results are shown and localization 

performances are discussed. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 4. 

 

2. NPRDV-Hop Location Scheme 

In this paper, we present a nonlinear programming algorithm based on RSSI and 

improved DV-Hop algorithm. The proposed method can improve location accuracy 

without increasing hardware cost of sensor node. 

 

2.1. Improved DV-Hop Algorithm 

Niculescu and Nath [8] have proposed the DV-Hop, which is a distributed, hop by hop 

positioning algorithm. The algorithm implementation is comprised of three steps. First, it 

employs a classical distance vector exchange so that all nodes in the network get 

distances, in hops, to the landmarks. And then, it estimates an average size for one hop, 

which is then deployed as a correction to the entire network. Finally, unknown nodes 

compute their location by trilateration [9]. 

In the first step, each anchor node broadcasts a beacon to be flooded throughout the 

network containing the anchors location with a hop-count value initialized to one. Each 

receiving node maintains the minimum hop-count value per anchor of all beacons it 

receives. Beacons with higher hop-count values to a particular anchor are defined as stale 

information and will be ignored. Then those not stale beacons are flooded outward with 

hop-count values incremented at every intermediate hop. Through this mechanism, all 

nodes in the network get the minimal hop-count to every anchor node. 

In the second step, once an anchor gets hop-count value to other anchors, it estimates 

an average size for one hop, which is then flooded to the entire network. After receiving 

hop-size, blindfolded nodes multiply the hop-size by the hop-count value to derive the 

physical distance to the anchor. The average hop-size is estimated by anchor i using the 

following formula. 
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In the third phase, the unknown node locations can be estimated by the multi-alteration 

method when these nodes have the distance estimations to at least three reference nodes in 

the plane. Given a set of reference nodes
T
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number of reference nodes, let the hop value between the unknown node T
yxX ),(  and 

the i-th reference node is
i

L . Then the distance between the unknown node and i-th 

reference node is given by ceHopDisLd
ii

tan . The unknown node location X can be 

obtained as follows. 
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In the above data structure, (
i

x ,
i

y ) are the two-dimensional coordinates of the i-th 

reference point, ( x , y ) are the coordinates of unknown node, and 
i

d  is the measured 

ranged between the i-th reference point and the unknown. This data structure can be 

linearized by subtracting the last row and performing some minor arithmetic shuffling, 

resulting in the following relations [10]: 
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By (3), we can have 

hGZ                                                           (4) 

 

2.2. Improved Hop Distance 

The difference between estimated and actual distances, denoted by ji
e

, , is expressed as: 
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We use the differential error ji
e

,  as correction factor of original Hop Distance 

estimation represented by Hop Distance in Equation (1). The effective average Hop 

Distance, between anchor node i and j is defined as: 
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Each anchor node broadcasts its Hop Distance to network using controlled flooding. 

Unknown nodes receive Hop Distance information, and save the first one. At the same 

time, they transmit the Hop Distance to their neighbor nodes. This scheme could assure 

that the most nodes receive the Hop Distance from beacon node who has the least hops 

between them. 

In the end of this step, unknown nodes compute the distance to the beacon nodes based 

hop-length and hops to the beacon nodes. 

In the DV-Hop algorithm, the unknown node localization is completely depend on its 

distances to at least three reference nodes, which are determined by Hop Distance and hop 
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count values. When an unknown node X holds the hop value, equal to 1, to a reference 

node Ri, it should be noted that the distance between X and Ri must be less than the node 

communication range, that is DRX
i
 , where   is the Euclidean distance, D is radio 

range. Similarly, if the X holds the hop value equal to 2, then DRX
i

 2 . 

We improve the DV-Hop algorithm by using above observation. 

For presentation simplicity but without loss of generality, we just discuss the 

localization of one of the unknown nodes denoted as T
yxP ),( . For the reference node i, 

the hop value between P  and reference node i is Li and the average single hop distance is 

Hop Distance, i=1, 2… M and M is the number of the reference nodes. Then the distance 

between P  and the i-th reference node is ceHopDisLd
ii

tan . Denote these reference 

nodes as A, B, C. 

In order to estimate the distance, measuring hop-count is used just like DV-Hop. Each 

of the anchor nodes launches the DV-Hop algorithm by initiating a broadcast containing 

its known location and a hop count of 0. All of the one-hop neighbors surrounding the 

anchor hear this broadcast, record the anchor’s position and a hop count of 1, and then 

perform another broadcast containing the anchor’s position and a hop count of 1. Every 

node that hears this broadcast and did not hear the previous broadcasts will record the 

anchor’s position and a hop count of 2 and then rebroadcast. This process continues until 

each anchor’s position and an associated hop count value have been spread to every node 

in the network. It is important that nodes receiving these broadcasts search for the 

smallest number of hops to each anchor. This ensures conformity with the model used to 

estimate the average distance of a hop, and it also greatly reduces network traffic. One 

model for estimating the average hop distance between nodes for the entire network is to 

simply use the maximum radio range of each node. This simplistic approach is sufficient 

to generate satisfactory position results, and saves on communication costs relative to 

more complicated models [8]. The details are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Reference node

Unknown node

Target node

Radio range

 

Figure 1. Illustration of Calculating Hop-Count 

Once a node has received data regarding at least three (four) anchor nodes for a 

network existing in a two (three)-dimensional space, it is able to perform a NPRDV-Hop 

to estimate its location. If this node subsequently receives new data after already having 

performed a NPRDV-Hop, either a smaller hop count or a new anchor, the node simply 

performs another NPRDV-Hop to include the new data. This procedure is summarized in 

the following piece of pseudo code: 

when a positioning packet is received, 

if new anchor or lower hop count then 

store (hop count + 1) for this anchor. 

compute estimated range to this anchor. 

broadcast new packet for this anchor. 

else 

do nothing. 

if number of anchors≥(dimension of space + 1) then 
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NPRDV-Hop. 

else 

do nothing. 

 

2.3. Introducing Objective Function 

Assumed the triangle with sides a, b, and c, Heron's formula states that the area (Area) 

of a triangle whose sides have lengths a, b, and c is 

))()(( csbsassArea                             (5) 

where s is the semiperimeter of the triangle: 

2

cba
s


                                                    (6) 

In order to explain our idea, we introduce an example shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 

shows an illustrative sensor network, where nodes A, B and C are the reference nodes and 

the node P is unknown. 
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Target node
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Figure 2. Illustration of our Idea 

According to Figure 2, we have 

APBBPCAPCABC
AreaAreaAreaArea                   (7) 

When unknown node P is outside triangle ABC, there is a similar conclusion, so 

Equation (7) can be considered as an objective function. 

Equation (7) can also be written as: 

2
)(

APBBPCAPCABC
AreaAreaAreaAreat                 (8) 

 

2.4. Measuring Distance Using RSSI 

In this section, we present a position estimation algorithm using RSSI that consider 

range measurement inaccuracies. Nodes in a sensor network can belong to two different 

classes, namely beacons and unknowns. We assume that the beacons have known 

positions, while the unknown nodes estimate their position with the help of beacons. The 

first step in RF-based localization is range measurement, i.e., estimating the distance 

between two nodes, given the signal strength received by one node from the other. RF-

based signal strength measurements are usually prone to inaccuracies and errors and, 

hence, calibration of such measurements is inevitable before using them for localization. 

In [11], those statistics shows that: Each RSSI value corresponds to a distance scope, 

and high-intensity values has small probability, low-intensity values has large probability. 

So we can find the highest density peaks and filter out most wrong dates by doing 

Gaussian fitting. There is only one peak for each different RSSI measurement value, and 

the peak is steeper as the value is bigger, then the error is small, the peak is more slowly 

as the value is smaller, then the error become big. We get the fitting function:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Area
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triangle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiperimeter
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deviation. 

It is hard to find out the RSSI peak value of each measurement point. The value can be 

substituted into (9), when 0.7 ≤ )( xf ≤ 1, we consider it is a large probability event and 

can be reserved. Moreover we can obtain the determined RSSI value by taking the 

average of the reserved RSSI values. N is the number of received beacon nodes. 

Log Distance Path Loss Model is a basic way of estimating path loss as a function of 

distance between the nodes. The model is normally expressed as following equation (10). 

AdndBRSSI  )lg(10)(                                     (10) 

where the initial signal strength A describes the absolute value of RSSI with 1 m 

distance to the transmitting unit. The signal propagation coefficient n shows the damping 

of the signal. Both parameters must be determined empirically. In following sections, the 

determination approach and the experimental results will be given. 

Consider a network with two types of nodes nA anchor nodes with known location and 

nS sensor nodes with unknown location, for a total of n=nA+nS nodes. For simplicity, let 

the nodes lie on a plane such that mode i has location xi R
2
 indexed through i, i=1…nA 

for the anchors and i=nA+1…n for the sensors. 

Neighboring nodes i and j measure the link distance )()(
jijiij

yyxxd   between 

them through received signal strength. 

Neighboring nodes i and j measure the link distance 
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signal strength and Hop Distance. Where 
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In formula (2), it is known that
iji

ld  . 

Given the locations of the anchor nodes and the measured distances between 

neighboring nodes in the network, the general problem considered by the nonlinear 

programming to solve for the locations of the sensors xP, p=nA+1…n follows: 

                               tmin  
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For this constrained nonlinear least square optimization problem, it can be solved by 

the Lagrange multiplier approach or just apply the ‘fmincon’ function in Matlab 

optimization toolbox for convenience. In this paper, we use the ‘fmincon’ function to 

resolve Formula (12). 

Practically, the number of operations is typically bounded by O (n
3
) in solving a 

localization problem with n sensors. 
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3. Simulation Results 

To validate our improved method, we consider an experiment region of square 

area of 50m×50m and sensor nodes are assumed to be randomly distributed in that 

area. The number of sensor nodes and the radio range of sensor nodes will be 

varied. We have implemented a number of experiments to cover a wide range of 

algorithm configurations including varying the ratio of anchor nodes, the number of 

unknown nodes, and the radio range. 

Figure 3 shows the variation of the average localization errors as the reference 

ratios. In this experiment, the number of sensor nodes is fixed to 100. Suppose that 

the total estimation error is the summation of the Euclidean errors between true 

positions and estimated positions of all unknown nodes. Here the average 

localization error is defined as ratio between the total error and the number of the 

unknown nodes. Figure 3 is obtained by averaging over 100 dependent network 

simulations. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the average localization error by the 

NPRDV-Hop algorithm is obviously less than the DV-Hop method in all considered 

conditions. For example, with 20 anchor nodes (10%), our NPRDV-Hop has an 

average error of about 2m, whereas the DV-Hop has an average error of about 6m. 
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Figure 3. Average Location Errors vs. Ratio of Reference Nodes 

Figure 4 shows the variation of the average localization errors as the reference ratios. 

In this experiment, the parameter of NPRDV-Hop is same as [7]. Figure 4 is obtained by 

averaging over 100 dependent network simulations. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the 

average localization error by the NPRDV-Hop algorithm is slightly worse than the 

SATOM method in all considered conditions. But the complexity of SATOM is about O 

(n
5
). 
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Figure 4. Average Location Errors vs. Ratio of Reference Nodes 

The number of unknown nodes affects the NPRDV-Hop algorithm. In this experiment, 

the number of anchor nodes is fixed to 20. We can see from Figure 5 that the location 

error of these two algorithms is decreased with increasing the number of unknown nodes. 

This is because with the increase of unknown nodes, the node density in networks is 

increased; consequently the average number of neighbors is also increased. Thus, the 

network will be well connected and has a higher connectivity. This increases probability 
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that there exist unknown nodes located on the line between anchor node i and j in each 

broadcast of hop count. Then the average Hop Distance estimated by any pair of anchor 

nodes will be accurate and thus the estimated distance between the unknown node and the 

anchor node using average Hop Distance will be closer to the true distance between the 

unknown node and the anchor node. So the location error of the algorithm is slightly 

decreased with increasing the number of unknown nodes. Our NPRDV-Hop algorithm 

also achieves better performance than the DV-Hop in the scenario. 
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Figure 5. Location Errors vs. Number of Unknown Nodes 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we present a nonlinear programming algorithm based on RSSI and 

improved DV-Hop algorithm, called NPRDV-Hop. The algorithm makes four major 

contributions to the localization problem in the wireless sensor networks. Firstly, a hop 

distance is improved. This scheme could assure that the most nodes receive the Hop Distance 
from beacon node who has the least hops between them. Secondly, an improved Heron's 

formula is introduced as objective function. Thirdly, Gauss distribution is introduced to select 

RSSI so that the error of distance is little. There is only one peak for each different RSSI 

measurement value, and the peak is steeper as the value is bigger, then the error is small, 

the peak is more slowly as the value is smaller, then the error become big. Lastly, the 

general problem is considered by the nonlinear programming to solve for the locations of the 

sensors. Furthermore, it can be solved by the Lagrange multiplier approach or just apply 

the ‘fmincon’ function in Matlab optimization toolbox for convenience. It explored the 

influence of anchor nodes on localization performance of the NPRDV-Hop algorithm. 

The proposed method can improve location accuracy and coverage without increasing 

hardware cost of sensor node. Simulation results show that the performance of this 

algorithm is superior to the original DV-Hop algorithm. Compared with DV-Hop, it is 

more available for WSNs. 
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